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Technology changes. Information prevails.
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Today…

As a part of the community, we see strong
tendencies that are going to affect this
activity:
- Cost optimization: Storage, systems, etc

With the help of Integrated Repositories, we can do more with
much less than 10 years ago.

- Connected, interoperable systems
Processes are becoming more and more standardized.

- Artificial Intelligence + Machine Learning
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The future

Two years ago we started thinking about
the future of digital preservation.
A game changing technology is here due
the increase of processing power. How is
this technology going to change our field
of activity?
But, what is machine learning?
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Machine learning

Traditional approach

Machine learning approach

</>
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Machine learning

> It could be used for thousands of applications and thousands
algorithms and approaches exist.
> Several flavors of algorithms exist, from the Supervised group:
- Classification (classify)
- Regression (predict)
- Anomaly detection (unusual things)
> We have found that combining them, greatly increases the results
for the applications we have studied.
The magic is that, when optimized and trained, these systems work
very well, even though you do not know why /can’t explain the logic.
It is like our brains. You do not code your brain to do things, you just
LEARN to do things.

Uses related to digital preservation?

In what areas do we see interesting uses?
> Assisted information classification

- Classifying information in the appraisal process is complex. For collections
with less than 500 categories and 6 levels deep, nearly 600 out of 1000
documents are properly classified. For email collections even better and it
increases as you train it more and more.

> Metadata generation / metadata matching
- Unexplored.

> Sensitive information detection

- Tags personal or sensitive content (remember you train it for what you
consider sensitive –private data, CC #, passport #). Particularly interesting
for email archives.

> Problematic data / formats / anomaly detection
- Promising results, even detecting corrupt, incomplete, damaged files.

Applications: Classification

Millions of comparisons like the next one are made in minutes for
vectors that are generated based on the text and properties of each
file.
Relevant terms for the defined taxonomy (generated
dynamically by the neural network)
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Appraisals

Unified Data Repository

Open Discovery
interface

Easily and effortless give your content a
basic level of preservation and increase
it from there.

Archive and preserve your information for the
long term with a comprehensive and feature
rich Digital Preservation Archiving repository.

Use, share, find or discover your
digital collections with state of
the art discovery system.
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Machine learning

Pre-ingestion / appraisals
Created as an friction-less ingestion platform offering
two main benefits:
1. Give you a nice level of preservation (fixity + storage +
protection + virus check + characterization + problematic file
detection (password protected, damaged or old) + full-text
search) with minimal effort, just by transferring your content to
it.
2. Helps you to structure your content to increase the
preservation level of the collection with the AI working on your
side.

Complex data processing, not perceived by the user
Fixity generation/check

Features extraction (including STRINGS/OCR images)
Features/data vectors

Incoming hashes check
SHA1 hash generation

Anomaly detection

Text
Direct | STRINGS | OCR
+ Metadata

Full text indexing

Entropy calculation

Classification and tagging (sensitive, problematic, confidential)
>Classification
@Fixity
@Problematic
@Sensitive
…

Complex data processing, not perceived by the user

Thoughts and open questions?
We are in front of a paradigm change.
This emerging technology will change how users understand
digital preservation.

We need to work together as a community. Your help is
needed. We are looking for partners.

